
Speaker Systems

The SRP-S730 Speaker System is designed for use as a floor foldback unit, or
mounting on a wall or ceiling. It employs a 20 cm cone woofer and a horn
tweeter to provide high quality sound output.
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Main Features
1. Triangular-shaped enclosure for flexibility of application. Two different angles 35° or 45° can be chosen to the

surface to mount.
For foldback use, the speaker axis is at an ideal 55° to the floor.
Similarly, when ceiling mounted, the sound is directed downwards.
Its shape also makes it suitable for corner mounting.

2. High reliability, with 110W rated input and 300W maximum input power. A protection circuit to prevent damage
to the units from excessive input is included.

3. Clear and powerful sound, ideal for vocal reproduction and particularly suited to foldback and PA applications.

4. Neutrik Speakon connector for foldback use. Screw terminals for wall or ceiling fixed installation.

5. Optional MU-753S (black) bracket for ceiling mounting, MU-753M (black), bracket for wall / ceiling mounting.
Fixing is with M5 bolts.
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Type 20 cm woofer and horn tweeter, bass-reflex

Rated impedance 8 ohms

Rated input power 110 W (IEC 100 hours)

Max. input power 300 W

Sensitivity 92 dB/W/m

S.P.L. at rated input 112 dB

Effective frequency range 62 - 20,000 Hz (-10 dB)

Input terminals Neutrik Speakon NL-4MPR

Screw terminal

Material of enclosure Particle board

Material of front grill Iron punching metal

Color of grill Black

Operating temperature -10 to +50°C

Storage temperature -20 to +60°C

Dimensions Approx. 280(W) x 450(H) x 310(D) mm

11 1/8(W) x 17 3/4(H) x 12 1/4(D) inch

Mass Approx. 7.5 kg

optional accessories For SRP-S730:

MU-753S ceiling mounting black bracket

MU-753M wall / ceiling mounting black

bracket

Dimensions


